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FRATERNITY RESPONSIBILITY.
The character of a fraternity is to some extent determined by the
quality of its individual members, but its success as :in organi~ation
depend s upon their united efforts for the attainment of its aim and
object. Hence, fratemity responsibility is two-fold. Both as chapters and as individual members of the fratern ity we are directly responsible for the name and reputation of our Order.
The benefits to be derived from membership in Kappa Kappa
Gamma should be mutual. That would, indeed, be a selfish Chapter
which was founded solely for its members, and not at all its members for it. ·was the Greek alphabet examined and the letters K
K F selected that they might be convenient and at the disposal of
a clique organized purely for selfish purposes? No; onr aim was
loftier, our purpose nobler. We trust that no Chapter of
our society will become so interested in self-aggrandizement as to
forget that she owes her existence to t he fraternity. Local merit
and reputation are not to be overlooked, yet their pursuit and acquisition should never be the cause of a neglect of duty to the national org:1 0ization. We are not a confederation, but a union; and
thrrein lies our strength . Would we not consider that woman
1:i lightly egotistical, who j oined our Order believing us alone to
have been benefited? And that Chapter which is so supremely
selfish as not to be willing to give anything in return for the pri vi leges of membership in a secret society, except a charter fee and a
local reputation, is no honor to any fraternity. Such a lack of fraternity responsibility is unpardonable.
It should not only be a duty but a pleasure to every Chapter uf
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Kappa Kappa Gamma zealously to guard her interests and promote
her welfare. A society bestows upon its members privileges and
benefits in proportion to the amount of talent and energy they have
devoted to its interests. "\1\-Te have espoused the cause of Kappa
Kappa Gamma. This fraternity_is ours and will reward us according to our devotion to it. Devotion may consist in becoming perfectly familiar with the requirements of our constitution and bylaws, and in conscientiously performing all duties therein required.
Every Chapter should establish the precedent of never granting an
officer of the fraternity an opportunity to call attention to a duty
set forth in the constitution and by-laws. Our publication demands
our support and patronage. Through the GoLDEN KEY we are,
to some extent, viewed by a critical public. We are, then, responsible for what its pages may contain. Chapters should not consider
their duty done when a mere news-letter has been sent the editor,
but should become regular.contributors to the financial and literary
departments of the KEY. .
·
The year has opened auspiciously, and the outlook is most
encouraging. We have just welcomed to our ranks three new Chapters. We are now a fraternity composed of twenty active Chapters
and would bespeak from each one of them and every member of our
Order, a realization of our responsibility as such.
T. H.

DAWN.
BY MINNETTA T. TAYLOR.

The dusk earth glooms in folds of velvet shadow,
That lies so deep on forest, hill and clown,
No black line marks the ridge above the meadow,
No gleaming spire betrays the hidden town.
Meseems the world is wholly new since even;
The land that yesternight was fair to me
Has slipped through some deep cleft by earthquake riven,
And left the rugged bed of one great sea-
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The great sky-sea; that lying without motion,
Is sapphire-blue about, the reefs of stars,
Or pours the clear, pale green of shallow ocean,
Above the day-dawn's yellow, sandy bars.
How deep and still the midmost zenith's cincture!
So deep no diver ever may pierce through;
Nor hope of gain make any tempt to venture,
To bring the red moon's sunken gold to view.
But there where points of stars are seaward glf'aming,
Methinks that unseen angels tread the way;
And look far off if they may Eee the beaming
Of that first radiance of millennia! day.
Not yet, not yet; horizon clouds are breaking,
In lapping waves that glimmer and are gone;
The pale, brown shore they touch is all awakingNot yet, not yet; but is it not the dawn'?

POETRY AND THE POETICAL.
George MacDonald said in his lecture on Robert Burns that any
man with a love fot· nature can write poetry. vVhether this be true
or not, one can hardly overestimate the pernicious influence of the
doctrine, when promulgated among certain classes of peo pl e. There
are too many willing to believe in their own genius, who are ready
to inflict upon the world the exhalations of a weak fancy under the
nam e of poetry. Almost eve1·y n ew.~ p :l per devotes a corner to such
poems; the magazines abound in them; collections of them are puu·
lished and issue from the press into obl ivion. What littl e merit
th ey have is so obscure that it is a waste of tim e and patience to
look for it.
Must we call this weak sentimentalism, this empty verbiage,
poetry? It is poetry in that it is not prose. It has assumed the
form of verse, which is the peculiar garb of poetry; but the lion's
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skin does not conceal the long ears of the impostor. There are those
to whom r eligion consists in attending divine service every Sunday,
and accepting unquestioned every article of th e creed. So we call
the idiot or the knave a man. · But man in his fu ll being is something more than a vertebrate an im al that walks upright; and
poetry, to be worthy of the name, must be something more than a
metrical arrangement of words, which should be to the thought they
express as the fram e to the picture, the setting to the jewel, or as
the body to the soul. It is the object of Art to clothe the sentiment
in its most fitting dress, and ability to do this easily and unerringly
is a mark of genius.
The theory that genius consists in a union of concentrated labor
and resolute perseverence, however useful as an incentive to dull intellects, has to answer for much of the soulless poetry produced. If
we are persuaded that by tireless exertion we may do work that
shall last for centuries,-how flattering the hope! What wonder
that many turn to that which excites such general admiration! Our
motive may be more disinterested. Philanthropy, perhaps, induces
us to attempt to provide for others the pleasure, so .deep, so high, so
pure, that we ourselves enjoy. It is not difficult to acquire a certain
skill in constructing verse; and, not to disparage this constructives
skill, it is something that has been too little studied in the proper
manner. There have been too many arbitrary. rules, the following
of which made the process mecpanical and the man a tool. Such. is
not the method of genius. Can one imagine Homer fettered by the
thought of what the critics might say? vVas not Shakespeare sufficient unto himself'? In no age has literary criticism come so near
the truth as in the present. But do we look among the ranks
of the living for the examples of purest inspiration? If a critic be
a good poet, it is because of feeling, not because of knowledge. A
chemist may analyze, but can not construct, organic matter. It is
the life principle that evades the critic.
.
As we look back upon the progt·ess of literature we find poetry
preeminent in its early stages. Probably this is owing to the fact
that its rythmic nature made it more easily remembered than prose,
so that from the ages before writing was known, or became common, poetry is the only form of composition that has come down to
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us, since memory was the only means of preserving it. It is likely
that in the days when the bards, troubadours, or minne-singers sang,
"Amid the festal crowd,
·w hen lay of hopeless love, or glory won,
Aroused the fearful, or subdued the proud,"
'T he power of poetry was more generally felt than now, which
may broadly be accredited Lo advanced civi lization.
Are, then, poetry and civilization incompatib le?. No, but civil tization is an individualizing element. When there were no literary
-entertainments posl:lible except listening to the songs and recitations
<>f the bards, all listened perforce; and, with the imagination strong
:and the feelings unrestrained by culture, were affected more than
we at this day can be. But they felt rather than appreciated. Now,
with all the wealth of the past and of the present before us, in such
varied and numberless forms that it is impossible for one to enjoy
:all, individual tastes are developed. In place of the two pursuits
<>f war and agriculture, which the men of old followed as a matter
<>f course, Industry has opened wide a thousand gates, and Learning
leads the way through each.
The home of the humble mechanic of to-day may afford more of
refining and educating influences than the palace of a king a thou:aand years ago. And poetry, formerly without a rival, is now one
<>fa host. But, although she wields a less absolute sway, she is,
nevertheless, powerful. How shall we estimate this power that in
barbarous ages fired the warri_or's heart to deeds of valor; has afforded pure and lofty pleaEure to th~ most cultivated minds of enlightened times, and l.n all ages has been thought to express fitly
the sentiment of devotion, and to breathe the natural language of
love? How shall we rank it? Among man's greatest blessings.
Science broadens the intellect; art elevate.:> the soul. Both are equal
factors in progress. The former adds to the material comforts of
life; the latter increases its happiness.
ot that either works absolutely in its own field; the primary object of each is a secondary
result of the other. They should supplement each other. They
are too often considered at variance. There is too strong a tendency
to distaste for the practical in the man of poetic temperament, and
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to a contempt for the poetic in the pra?tical man. We do not demand for· the beautiful an absolute allegiance. A· man of broad culture will avoid extrem~s. There are many grades between Oscar
Wilde and the man who could see nothing in Niagara but a great.
waste of water power. It would be a grand thing if the power of
Niagara could be transmitted to light the streets of New York City.
It is a small thing to estimate Niagara only in the number of lights
it can give.
Let us not ignore the beautiful. Let us open our minds to its
influence and shape our lives in accordance with its dictates. All
that is true and noble in life, all that is beautiful to soul and sense,
finds an expression in poPtry. Painting exerts a passive influence,
felt in its strength by very few. Music only wakes the emotions
already existing. But poetry, with the music of measures, with
pictures set forth in living words, reaches down through every
stratum of society,, presenting its living, breathing examples of
greatness with irresistible potency. It clings to the memory by
means of its rhythm, and thus prolongs its influence. It feeds the
imagination until it is content with nothing common. The poet is
the seer, in whose vision Nature is revealed in all her truth and
loveliness; he is the prophet who disclose8 her hidden mysteries tothose for whom the earthly temples tower until they shut out the
sun. Under his spell we see a new heaven and a new earth. Nature and language take on new m·e anings.
In condemning" newspaper" poetry as not poetical in a high degree, I do not deny th at it has a mission. I can not, with Ruskin.
condemn all below the highest; for I have taken pleasure in what
I have found fault with. If this is a sin against resthetics, there
are many who will indulge in it. On the other hand, there may be
poetry above criticism that does not give the highest kind of pleasure. If we determine to follow Ruskin's advice and read nothing
" bad or common," who shall be the judge? w·e shall hardly allow
auy man to set him self up and say, ''Read what I pr·onounce good,.
and abjure th.e rest.'' Especially if he, like Ruskin, begins the list
of the great poets with Scott, who is generally liked but not revered,
and ends it with so obscure a name as Coventry Patmore. vVe
should find it as hard to agree upon a judge as upon the poets. And
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in this land of liberty every one will be inclined to follow his own
taste in the matter, be it good or bad.
Taste is, in a great measure, cultivated, and to this end we should
read always up to our standard; and this may be done in the manner in which we read as well as in the matter, for if we co mpare
and criticize, we shall advance more by reading th e good and bad,.
the good predominating, than by reading the good alone. In this
way the hnmbler effin·ts in v~rse may be but the lower round s of a
ladder that lead one on to an appreciation of all that is g rand, noble
and inspiring in Shakespeare and Milton.
It, is not the greatest poets that come nearest to the hearts of the
people. vVe should probably miss the robin more than th e eagle,.
but we take the eagle as our emblem. It is in the most productive
age that the highest acli1evements are attained; and it is doubtful if
the genius of Shakespeare could have created poetry, if poetry had
not already existed in crude form . Therefore, if the mediocre poets.
should fall in with the assertion of Ruskin that it is a more honorable and generous thing to serve as apostles of the excellence of others.
than to create mediocre poetry, the. Muse wonld surely die. Although it is the mark of a narrow man to admire nothin g, it is the
mark of a weak one to attempt nothing because others have done
admirably.
I have never been able to satisfy myse lf as to the grounds of the
charges against poetic prose. vVhat is th e mean ing of th e phrase?'
Evidently prose th at has the characteri stics of poetry. If this implies the truly poetic in se ntiment, why should , a writer be de nounc ed for rept·ese ntin g thin gs as t hey appear to him, th oug h he
he not gifteu with a ge niu s for rh ymes and metres. If it refers to
tricks of speech, inver ions and forms of expres ion that poetic
license alone rend ers allowable, such di ction becomes a stumbling
block to und erstanding. But because some have erred in this W!'IY
shall we di sco untenance such writers as Hawthorne, Emerson and
Ruskin, by wh om we are led on to see th e same images and feel the
same emotious \rith th emse lves? I s not this th e effect of poetry?
Archbishop Whately has said that good poetry if dep rived of its
metrical structure, becomes "inflated and bombastic" prose, and
good prose, if simply rearranged into verse, become "dull and
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tame.'' This is hardly a general truth. Much of Wordsworth's
poetry would make dull rather than inflated prose; and-Poe's treatment of Evangeline proclaims the charge in regard to Longfellow.
Taking some lines from that noble hexameter and writing them as
if they were prose, he remarks, "There! that is respectable prose,
.and it will in0ur no danger of ever having its character ruined by
anybody's mistaking it for verse."
As an ex~m ple of verse made from prose, I offer the last paragraph of Hawthorne's "Snowflakes," selected almost at random.
The -thought is worthy of poetic expression, and the language not
unfit. But there can be no doubt about the quality of the prose.
'That is unexceptionable. I fail to see how its excellence interferes
with the quality of the verse:
The eatly eve of late December, now
Begins to spread its deeply Jarkening veil
Around the cheedess scene. The firelight gleams,
And throws its flickering shadows on the walls.
The rattling storm still beats against the panes.
Alas! how drear, disconsolate the time!
As I a farewell glance bestow upon
Dead Nature in her shroud, I see a flock
Of snowbirds s~imming lightsomely athwart
The tempest, and they flit from drift to drift,
As sportively as swallows iu the heart
Of J nne's delig~tfnl prime·. Whence come the sprites?
Where do they build their nests, and seek their food?
Why, having airy wings, do they not fly,
And follow Summer round the earth, nor stay
To make themselves the playmates of the storm,
And flutter on the melancholy verge
Of winter's dreary eve? I know not whence
Nor why, and yet that wandering flock of birds
Hath cheer and comfort to my spirit brought.
These last lines may well describe the effect of poetry upon the
rpind. We" know not whence, nor why,'' but the co11templation
of the beautiful, which is the soul of poetry in its ideal sense,
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" leaveneth with a fiery leaven all the hearts of men forever." It
is like Hawthorne's story of the Gre·at Stone Face, in which Ernest,
living under the shadow of Profile Mountain, saw in the wonderful
face such strength and benignity that it became to him a teacher,
moulding his life into the semblance of his ideal; and while he
was waiting for the fulfillment of the tradition that should send to
the valley one resembling that mighty image,' he himself became
the hero he awaited.
IDA J. PHELPS,
St. Lawrence University.

SONG-" TO JOIN 1'HE RANKS OF KAPPA."
AIR:

Dixie.

(From Delta Chapter, B.l oomington, Ind. )

When first I to the college came,
Few were my years and small my fame;
That is true, nothing new,
.
But I hoped to be a Kappa.
I'd heard fraternities were nice,
Select in numbers and preciseIt was true to my view,
Yet I hoped to be a Kappa.

Cho1·us-Oh! I wished I were a Kappa;
If I could, then I would,
Oh! I'd like to be in Kappa's band,
And live and die a Kappa GamYes, I would, if I could,
I would like to be a Kappa.
The Kappas called on me one day,
The conversation turned this way :
"vVe to you thu s do sue
To join the ranks of Kappa ."
The very next meeting held, I trow,
I joined their ranks, and now I vow
To be true to the blueThe double blue of Kappa.
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Chorus- And now I am a Kappa,
Yes, I am a Kappa Gam,
\Vith pleasure great and bf;art elate,
I'll live and die a Kappa!
Yes, I am a Kappa GamHow good to be a Kappa !
Now, fresh baebariam•, warning take;
If mystic food you'd like to break,
Have in v iew this to do,
Or you'll never be a Kappa:
With studying hard store well your mind,
Be neat and gentle, good and kind,
And be tme, and you'll do
To join the r anks of Kappa .
A . GwYN FosTER, rfJ .d

e.

SOj}JE RECENT VIEWS ON THE PAN-HELLENIC
CONFERENCE.
We have noted with interest the discussion by the Greek press
of the proposed Pan-Hellenic Conference, and this, we trust, all the
more impartially, since we have not found it necessa ry to explain that
we were in need of no such organizati on . . Our precedents have long
been established, our lin es of development long since fixed, and
tl10ugh we can hanlly expect that no modification of our methods
will ever be adopted, it is from within, not from without, that must
come the di~ectiou for change
.d !( E has never contemplated
membership in an association which shall dictate to her as to policy
or methods. Nor does she wish to pose as a mentor to others. We
believe, however, that there are not a few points upon which there
exists a practical consensus' among fraternities-dormant now, but
which such a conference might make effective. For example, as to
th e initiation of preparatory students. In this .d K E is not directly
interested, but no one can doubt that to Greekdom in general a benefit
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would be secured should her gates be set invariably within the college walls. That uncanny development of mushroom growths can
seriously or especially hurt the standing of Ll f{ L' wo~ld not be
seriously suggested. But some effectual discouragement of ephem-.
era! "Greek" organizations i · greatly to be desired for the sake of
the fraternity cause in general. And, is it not probable that an
expression of fraternities in, conference, headed by those admittedly of the strong ones, against ''prep." initiations, would be
heeded, at the risk of ostracism, even by those who might dissent?
If, too, the fraternities of a certain number of years standing, having Chapters at a certain number of colleges of a certain grade,
(making the present limit a liberal one), should refuse t·ecognition,
as Greeks, to all others except after probation and upon terms,
would it not thus be made practically impossible to found a new
-<'fraternity;" and would not such a result be a good one?
Then, too, the fraternities are on the threshold of furth er development and more extended influence. Till lately, the college, ex·ercising almost parental function s, has been the advanced educational unit. The ft"aternity Chapters, however ambitious their aims,
were originally clubs of boys, without more complicated mutual
relations than general companionship and participation in the expense of a common meeting room. \Ve are now in a transition
period. College guardianship and mutual relations of students
· founded upon it are gradually disappearing. On· the other hand ,
fraternity organization is growing more complicated and effective.
Instead of a mere hall for meeting, the Chapter establishment of
the future (already realized in many cases) includes common dormitories, libraries and collections, all owned and controlled by a
chartered corporation. For years there has been a tendency toward
the University system, in which the American college is not so much
included as dissolved, in which the lack of parental guidance of the
college shall be supplierl by the fraternal influence of the Greek
Chapters. That this development will be permanent seems assured
by the fact that it is in direct conformity with the spirit of our institutions, political and educational. Such is the future almost
upon us. It can scarcely admit of question that, to meet it as she
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should, each fraternity needs (anJ will welcome sometime, if not
to-day,) the co operation of her rival:; to their common aims.
Of course we plainly see that the chief direct gainers by a conference will be, not those fraternities whose co-operation will add most
weight to its councils, but rather the ones whose development is
still unregulated, whose status is still shadowy. But we believe no
le~ding fraternity will resolve-we are certain none will avow-that
it should stand aside from any movement calculated to advance
fraternity interests in general, simply because, not being needy, it
has not so much to gain as its weaker sisters. Whatever com·se
Ll J( E may take, we can assert in advance that she will aid any
movement which seems likely, in genet•J.l, either to further the Greek
cause or advance liberal culture; this, without waiting to calculate
whether she or some one of her co-workers is to profit most by the
common enterprise.
But there is another important consideration which must affect
the decision of each fraternity as to active participation in the proposed conference. Is such a conference practicable? To be effectual it must be participated in by the greater number, if not all of
the leading fraternities. It is certain, too, that, almost withqut exception, there has to a very recent period prevailed in each a pseudo': exclusive " spirit which h as characterized not merely its limited
intercourse with other.s, but, not unnaturally, has been attributed
by it to them. · Twenty yeat'3 since; not merely would no one have
favored such a conference, bnt each would have beiieved-and
rightly-that the others would fail to co-operate, and hence might
properly have declined to act on the ground that such a movement
was premature. Is it so . now? . That., it seems to us, is the question, or rather enigma. For the decision of each will depend not
merely upon the extent to which its own p olicy is liberal, and its
own views broad, but al so upon its opinion of the policy or the views
of others in such regard. There is no question, as tu each, but that
its development bas been in the direction which would make more
probable a favorable decision. "I am holier than thou" is still
sometimes beard and more frequently assumed, but its failure as a
basis of policy is generally admitted. ''Noblesse oMige '' h:is taken
its place in theory-is more and more taking it in practice. That
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Pan-Hellenic Conferences will some time be held, the deliberations
of which shall be important and beneficial, we can not doubt. As
to the date of the first we dare not prophesy. We shall be glad to
chronicle it in 1884. Whenever it shall meet its chief office will be
to pave the way fot• those which shall follow.-Editorial in the L1 J( E
Quartaly for October.
[One of the editors of the . QuartPJ'l.lJ has charge of the preliminary arrangements for the Conference, consisting of the reception
and report of the action taken by the variou;; fraternities.-En.

KEY.]
The preliminary meeting held in Philadelphia last February_. if
to be taken as a criterion by which to judge of the a uthoritative
Conference called for the coming July,· could scarce meet with om·
approval, since there was a very deep seated suspicion in the minds
of the representatives of several fraternities there present, that they
were being made unwilling participants in a highly entertaining
side-show of two fraternities whose ambition is vigorous-not tosay rampant.
_
We should be loth to throw discouragement upon any schem e
tending to purify and elevate the cause of fraterniti es, and wish to
hope that the fratern iti es in question were not in anywise respon sible for the seeming designs there exposed, but rather that thejt· representatives took upon th emselv es authority to speak and act in a:
manner at once amusing and offensive. vVe do not cast this comment as an inuendo, but if it becomes necessary sh_all hereafter
speak with certainty.
We are convinced that Greek-letter societies would be largely
benefited by a reform of abuses and a more general method of conducting their affairs, but seriously doubt if it can be accomplished'
at the prese nt stage of co-fraternity among college men. There is
not a topic proposed for discussion upon the schedule published las
April which we should not like to hear debated, and an expression
taken upon which would not do much toward alleviating the ills
under which we now labor, but a radical change of sentiment mu t
take place before the meeting next July on the part of everal of
the most prominent fraterniti es in t.he country, before anything like
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:a free ciiscussion can take place or intelligent conclusion be expressed.
Upon the undersLanding that the various fraternity journals voice
the sentiments of those whom they represent, IJI Y will be compelled
to descend from her chimborazean heights of supremacy and acknowledge the existence of others beside herself and A L1 rp; L1 K E
·will need to enlarge the scope of her observation so as to take in
more than two rivals; Jl f:J ll will surely abate some of her loud
and frequent vociferations about the only national fraternity; and
.I[J L1 e no longer rest her claims to recognition upon a multiplicity
of Chapters iM obscure institutions.
While the representatives of the fraternities to be expected at
New York may be, and cioubtless will be, the flower of Greek-letter societies, and therefore men of c~Jlture and judgment, they will
be imbued with sentiments so widely at variance that any such
•thing as concerted action will be out of the question.
There is one great and almost insuperable objection to the meeting as proposed for the lending of moral weight for or against cer·
tain features of fraternity life, and that is the almost total contrariety
of conception and practice among the Greeks in various parts of the
-country. -In Eastern Culleges fraternity life resembles that of a
literary society in many instances and in others a gentlemen's club,
the number in a Chapter, often as high as fifty or sixty, precluding
-the possibility of intimate association. In the West and South, on
·the contrary, Chapters are much smaller and the predominant senti.ment is fellowship, except where numbers are sought to form
.powerful combinations in college politics.
It may be answered that the Conference has for its very
.purpose the readjustment of mattere so that these wide differences
will no longer exist, but which section is to change its ideas first and
that so readily? In the East there is wealth and prejudice of many
years to support the desire for numbers, which, if adopted as the
prevailing sentiment, would either make every man in the Western
colleges a fraternity man or compel the dism~mber~ent of a number of fraternities. In the West there is the deep seated desire for
-supremacy over many rivals that will keep the number of organizations undiminished so long as there are students enough to petition
.some fraternity for a charter.
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We believe in a proposed Conference for a reaso n not as yet offered or at least prominently advocated, and that the desirability
of a closer unity in mind and feeling among young Americans 1
especially among those in college. There has been in the past too
much arrogance and lofty assumption of superiority in the East toward the West, and too little reason in the actions and attainments
of college men in the West tp believe that their Eastern brothers
bad not much cause for their judgment.
A closer sympathy among college men is a most desirable thing,
and we can conceive of no better way in which to arouse snch a
sentimen t than by members of the principal Eastern, ·western and
Southern fraternities meeting together for discussion and affiliation.
As for any legislation we seriously doubt both its expediency and
probability, unless the Co11ference divides itself into sections, which
shall exercise independ ent jut'isuiction over the various parts of the
college world represented.
It will help IJf Y, A L1 r/J and L1 /( E to meet a~;d measure thelllselves
with their hitherto despised brethren; Be fl will be largely benefited
by contemplating the men of a few colleges to which she has not
yet aspired, or, having aspired, has not yet entered; and r/J L1 e will
uerive great and lasting benefit by perceiving, through the eyes of
her del egates, that she still lacks somewhat of rivaling r/J Y.
Should there be another. meeting of the Fraternity Press Association we expect to be there, and desire that r/J f( IJ1 in some manner
select her three delegates to represent her in the Conference proper.
We hope there may be intelligent and free discussion from this time
forward so that when we do move we shall know clearly what our
position is. So far as we know but one f1·aternity has chose n its
delegat<'s, anJ that is Beta Theta Pi. She is to be represented by
M"~ " r,.:. l{o)bb, Williams and Baird. The first is an alumnus of the
0. W. U., '79. Mr. Williams of the same institution, class of '77,
and Mr. Baird, '78, of Stevens In s., Hoboken, N. Y.-Ed i fo1·ial in
the Phi Kappa Psi Shield for Octobe1·.
I KNOW that we are secret societies, and that the element of secrecy must be guarded closely. But we must recogni ze that there
are other secret societies, and that we are brought into direct con~
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tact with them, as they with us We ought further to -recognize
that mapy of these societies are working for the same ends. A PanH~llepic Conference, as I would understand it, is to regulate just
these two points; our relations with other societies and our cooperation in furthering these common ends.
The work such a Conference might do must necessarily be limited,
but by no means valueless. An understanding upon such matters
as the selection of freshmen ' members, the attitude in class and college politics, general relation with the college, etc., etc., would, unquestionably, be grand progress in our society life.
Yours fraternally,

*

Alpha Delta Phi is too eminently in the lead, too old, too distinguished, and, I trust, too dignified, to gain anything from such a
Confederacy of comparatively unknown societies. With the exception of Psi Upsilon, I fail to find any fraternity in the list which
has ever presumed to rank anywhere near Alpha Delta Phi, and
Psi U. seems sadly out of place. I look in vain for Kappa Alpha,
for Sigma Phi, for Delta Psi, which, with Psi U., are the only rivals
Alpha Delta Phi has ever known. I do not admit that Delta Kappa
Epsilon, as a whole, could aspire to that position.
: Alpha Delta Phi does not stand in ne.ed of any Pan-Hellenic
legislation, it does not yearn fo; any gratuit'ous advertising. lis
history, its position, its magnificent success, will surely suffice.
Fraternally yours,
* *
Selections from letter·s published in the A L1 P Sta; and Crescent fur
November.
[The editors of the Star and Crescent give no opinion on the
subject.-ED: KEY.]
''Resolved, That this general convention of the Delta Tau Delta
fraternity endorse most cordially the objects of the proposed Pan
Hellenic Conference, as outlined in the minutes of the preliminary
meeting, held February 22, 1883; and that the Executive Council
be directed to appoint, at an early date, three delegates, who shall
be duly authorized to represent this fraternity at the Conference
next year."
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This resolution speaks for itself. It defines our position as a fraternity in this question, as no other measure could have done. It
is the voice of the whole fraternity. Already, the Pan Hellenic has
·been thoroughly discussed. It is not our intention to d well upon
it in this article. We only say Delta Tau D elta is ready and anxi ous
rto join her sister Greeks in c~mferenc e . Let the matter be kept before us persistently, and 1884 will becom e an era in fraternity hi story, being that in which the fi·rst great Pan Hellenic Conference
became a reality.-Editorial in the A T A C1·escentjo1' Octobe1·.

PAN-HELLEN10.
IP

r

L1 is in favor of the Pan -Hellenic Conference, and if the con-

ference is held will be represented. vVe are frank to say that, if
:any good can be obtained from the deliberations of the Greeks, we
will not refuse the opportunity to profit therefrom on the ground
· that to acknowledge any gain possible would be but to advertise a
weakness. If we think we have an element of strength making us
-superior to other fraternities in some respects, we do not intend by
undue boasting to disgust the fraternity world. The attitude of
:some of the older fmternities upon ~his question is, to say the least,
very wearisome. They think that although they do not need advice on any matter, nor can in any way profit by the deliberations
·of the Greeks, yet in order that the best interests of the fraternity
world may be subserved, or perhaps in order to'' add weight to the
-c ouncil" they will favor a general conference and will send representatives, presumably to give the fatherly aid which their benevolent spirit prompts. If their claims were just, they mi ght be en-dured, but being, as they generally are, but the effect of an abnormal
-enlargement of the faculty of self-esteem, the claims are ex cessive,
and calculated to prevent the era of good feeling into whi ch the
fraternities seemed to be entering. Such attitudes upon this all important question are calculated to neutralize the efforts of th ose who
favor the conference from the best motives. L et the Greeks enter
this conference in the right spirit. Let questions of fraternity in-
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terest be discussed candidly and honestly, and may no fraternity
assume the unbecoming position of one desiring to advise but unwilling to profit by advice. The conference should be a success~
and let those wh9 favor it do nothing to peril the interests at stake.
-Edit01·ial in the W! TatLfLa AO·ra, for November.

If the proposed Pan-Hellenic Conference be held on July 4, 1884,
as has been suggested by the preliminary meeting, our · Convention
will not be able)o take any action looking to it, but we are assured
that our Genel'al Council will take the proper steps to have the Phi
Delta Theta repl'esented. The opposition which our last convention evinced toward the project arose from the understanding that a
Pan-Hellenic Cuuncil was intended, which implied binding legislative powers. Phi Delta Theta would n ot enter any combination
which would restrain or hindet· her independe nt action, or go into
any coalition which would disturb her system or interfere with her
policy. But a Pan-Hellenic Cunference, such as is now proposed,.
is a different thing, and we are sure that it meets the endorsement
of Phi Delta Theta generally. We will not submit to dictation,
but are more than willing to profit by the experience of the assembled wisdom of all the fraternities. We are not certain that any thing
practical would be acco.m plished by the conference, but some important results would probably ensue. The best fraternity workers
and thinkers in the United States will be in attendance, and a unanimous decision of the conference, though it could not be forced on
any fraternity, would carry great weight and influence, and would
probably be accepted and respected by all the fraternities of respectable standing.-Editorial in the wA e Scroll for Novernbe1·.

Interesting letters from Tau and Psi appear elsewhere in the KEY.
These Chapters, together with O~ega, constitute f( K r 's latest ad-.
clition to our ranks. V{e welcome them all cordially, and rest as·
sured that we may congratulate ourselves on their accession to our
order.

-·
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1.¢tliforial.
THE LITERARY ASPECT OF FRATERNITY JOURN A'LIS_,:tJ.
Among the conspicuous features of the breadth of view which
<Jharacterizes this year's fraternity journalism is the increasing prominence of the purely literary element. A year and a half ago, wh en
the KEY began its existence, convention poems and addresses were
almost the only literary contributions to the Greek periodicak
Now there are few of our exchanges which do not present some form
<>f literary work, which is free from the technique of ft·atemity, and
1illustrates, as no statistics. recollections or memoirs could do, the
absolute literary status of the body from which it emanates.
Part of this change in the condition of affairs is doubtless due to
the relaxation of that secrecy which limited the greater number of
fraternity papers each to its own membership, and, taking it for
granted that the members appreciated the aim and attainments of
their own fraternity, gave only such glimpses of both as the Chapter letters afforded. Other factors in the change are the enlargelment of the periodicals, the extention of the various fraternities into
different sections of the country, and the influence of the eastern fralternity papers.
But, apart from the reasons for the growth of a literary department in fraternity journalism, the idea is stw ng in itse lf from th e
many advantages it possesses, both within and without the immediate circle of each ft·aternity, a few of which we bri efly recapitulate:
In the fraternity it promotes the establishm ent of a uniform literat·y
standard, as Chapter letters can not do, beca use th ey merely outline
the work, and the essence of it is how it is done; it kee ps one of
the great objects of th e frat ernity so co nspicuously in view as to
<Jheck that tendency to lose sight of the end in the mean s, which is
too often produced by the semi- political struggles, triumphs and de-
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feats of Chapter life ; it stre ngthens the ties of fraternity by illustratin g similar tastes, and id eas held in commo n. As to its exterior
advantages, th ey are suffi cien·tly apparent. One of the raisons d' etreof fraternity is represented, the periodical becom es a magazine instead of a pamphlet, th e interest is made general as well as local,.
the fraternity compares itd literary attainments with those of others_
It is true that Chapter letters are the most important part of a
fraternity journal, but they are not all. They show the strength,.
enthusiasm and progress of the Chapters that make up the fraternity; they name their literary occupations and social pleasures; but;
for what is the fraternity strong, enthu siastic, progressive, engaged
in literary work and social amusements? For mental and socia)
Jevelopment. In print, the social side is intangiule ; a Barmecide's
feast whi ch palls upon the non-'participant, and can only be measured by the greater or less elegance of the phrases which describe
it. The literary side, on the contrary, can be represented in all its
vigor in th e pages of the fraternity periodical, and can be estimated
and appreciated more widely and accurately there than anywhere
else.
These seem to us to be the reasons for the literary growth in fraternity journalism; but whether they are so or not, in our opinion
they justify its existence; and that it does exist, and, subordinate toother fraternity interests, is constantly increasing, is evident at a
glance. It is not a revolution, howeve~, but a development, for
the Greek periodicals are not other than they were, but more; and
seem continually to approximate a convention type, in which the
Chapter letters represent the regular reports to the convention, the
editorials and communications, the working plans, the literary articles, the addresses, and the personals, so much of the banquet as is
usually interesting by cold daylight..
We call special attention to Mr. Baird's revised edition of his
work on American College Fraternities. The book is invaluable to
all Gr.e~::k s, and every Chapter of K /( r should have one or more
copies. They can be obtained by addressing W rn . Raimond Baird,
P. 0. Box 1848, New York.

•
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J4,ditorial ~ ottinos.
A. R. Brattin, of Greenca ~tle, is furnishing many of the new
K K r badges, in elegant settings. The purchasers report uniform
satisfaction .
Comparative statistics are engendering no small amount of bitter
feeling among the fraternities, and suggest the idea .that if they are
a necessary stimulus, it might be better to apply it in some less pub ·
lie way than through the medium of journals.
Miss Kate Shelly, our Iowa heroine, has been presented by the
legislature with a medal commemorative of her courage. A banquet was given in her honor, speeches were made by distinguished
visitors and the occasion was one of general rejoi cing. Full deRcriptions of the event were given by the newspapers of the country,
and we could have selected enongh matter to convey a graphic idea
of it, but preferred to await an account from headquarters (Omicron
Chapter), which bas not yet arrived, but which will probably be
published in the next KEY.
It seems pt·obable that the limit appointed by the commi ttee for
the receptior. of reports of action on the Pan-Hellenic Con fereuce
will expire without the formal consent of the required ten fraternities. But even if it does so, the question will not be relegated to
limbo. Opinion differs widely on the subject, as is shown by the
extracts from various journals published in this number of the KEY,
but no fraternity is indifft-rent to it, and so long as the question is
alive, it can not vanish into thin air, but must recur again and
again, until it is finally settled in one way or the other. Many of
the fraternities, like ourselves, have taken no action on it because
the time assigned for its consideration terminates before the meeting of the respective conventions, and without such an as embly it
was found impossible to elicit that geperal expression of opinion
which the circumstances render necessa ry. Present failure, how-

..
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ever, can mean no more than extension of time, and since the matter is still under consideration and likely to remain $0, we have
given the present aspect of it, through the medium of Greeks who
look at it from widely divergent points of view.
The Zeta Ps·i contains a striking editorial on the desirability of a
printed fmternity constitntion. We should like to give the whole
article, but can present only the following salient points:
"It has frequently struck us that the secrecy of our constitution
was open to serious objection. The instrument in question is in
reality not secret, since there is no secrecy where the subject matter
is committed to writing.
A number of copies exist, and it
is probable that other than Zeta Psi's have occasionally perused
their pages, finding little to reward their endeavors, since none of
our vital secrets are em bodied thel'ein. Nevertheless, a feeling exists that our constitution should be a sealed book to the outside
world. As a result, constitutional knowledge is at-a premium. The
scarcity of copies and the tedious labor necessary to produce them,
render theit· general possession by members impossib,Ie.
" l t may truthfully be said that there is no valid excuse for this
state of affairs. The constitution of the Zeta Psi Fraternity does
not differ materially from those of other organizations of the same
kind, and in general is a definition of our objects and governmental
power~;. The essential secrets of our fraternity and the signification of our title and motto are • omitted from its pages, and the
printed publication of the constitution and by· laws would in no
case betray a single secret of the ord.er. Many Greek fraternities
have ere this recognized the advantages to be derived from a printed
constitution, not least of which is the removal of the stigma which
is often attached by the non-society man, of ' ways that are dark
and o~ tl'icks that are vain.' A prominent "Greek' not long since
showed the writer the printed constitution of his fraternity, which
closely resembled our own, aud the result of this open publication
was stated to be found in a thorough constitutional knowledge on
the part of its members."

* *
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The Delta Tau D.:Jita Crescent has been enlarged, and is now
more than ever the headquat·eers for fraternity news . . Mr. Guthrie
has begun an unusually able administration, and th e Crescent has a
prosperous outlook.
.
The Sigma Chi for October is an excellent publication, handsome
in exterior, dignified and tempeeate in tone. The prese nt management is mucl1 to be congratulated on the impl'Ovemeot that has been
made in the magazine. The editorials are especially vigorous and
thoughtful, and have been widely quoted and dese rved.ly praised by
fraternity papers.
'

No additions have been marie to the ranks of featernity journalism since our last number was published, although two are re ·
ported in course of preparation, and about to appea r in the near
future. S.weral of our contemporaries have undergone noteworthy
~hanges, however, among them the Phi Gamma Delta, the Phi Delta
Theta Scroll, and the Alpha Delta Phi Star and 01'escent.
The Phi Gamma D elta, after the vicissitudes attending an entire
change of management and place of publication, has appeared at
Greencastle, from the Chapter at Asbury University. It manifests,
especially in appearance, some of the defects inse pa1·able from the
newness of . its position, but presents, on the whole, a good initial
number; and is under the control of a strong ed itorial corps who
will doubtless make it a success, if duly suppor.ted by their fraternity.
The Phi Delta Theta Scroll for this yeae is mu ch improved in size,
shape, and geneml mechanical execution, and is edited by Mr. ·w.
B. Palmer, a prominent Phi D elta Theta, lately distinguished by his
excellent work on the Phi D elta Theta catalogue. The Tovember
Scroll relJOrts the fraternity in a prosperous cond ition, with two new
Chapters, interdicts removed at Vanderbilt University and Ala-
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bama State College, and so many Chapt'er letters that the Scroll's
editorial department is" necessarily brief." An original feature in
the Scroll is a list and directory of ft>aternity journals.
The Phi Kappa Psi Shield for October and November is before
us: The October number has a forcible and frank expression of
opinion on the Pan-Hellenic question, which we copy elsewhere in
the KEY. Both numbers are well edited, but, in general, deal sostrictly with Phi Psi affairs as to preclude much comment. We
beg Mr. Van Cleve's pardon for miscalling the terra cotta coversof the Shield. The mistake was really a tribute to the popularity
of the journal, for we had lent our last copy some weeks before,.
and while retaining a vivid remembrance of the subjP,ct matter,
only recalled the exterior a'l something brilliant, which the mists.
of distance gradually softened into shrimp pink.
The Alpha Delta Phi Star and C1·escent still appears in the fraternity colors, white and green, but has altered its form for the better, and in spite of its light covers, is very neat looking. But the·
really important change in the November number, lies in the fact
that in it, for the first time, Alpha Delta Phi acknowledges the existence of other fraternities, and devotes some space to them. In
its manner of doing so, it justifies our opinion of its reserve powers; but for ourselves, we are not altogether satisfied, even by its.
criticism and praise of the J K E Quarterly. From our point of
view, the Star and' Crescent seems to owe the fratermity world more
than that. Alpha Delta Phi is an old and influential Eastern fraternity; it must have a very decided individuality since it claims to·
be superior to L1 f( E; it can not have lived so long without a method
of its own; but we can find no trace of its characteristics anywhere.
Up to the present time, the Star and Crescent has been ~xclusively
devoted to Alpha Delta Phi, and yet we can obtain no general conception of the fraternity, no idea of what it would think, say or do~n a given emergency. DJubtless, the gentlemen of the Star and·
Crescent Publishing Company are representative men. Possibly
·they are alumni; at any rate, they have been in the fraternity long
enough thoroughly to understand its peculiar tone. Can not they~
without trespassing upon sacred secrets, give some expression to an
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Alph.a Delta Phi opinion on some subject? From theit· position
they should be able not only to voice, but to assist., th eir fraternity
idea; but they do neither. If the Veiled Prophet must remain
veiled will he not, at least, prophesy? D es articles d'edileU1·, Monsieur Star and Crescent Publishing Company, }evans en p1·ie.
The strength and cleverness of the D. K. E. Quarle1·ly are thoroughly admirable, and the O,ctober number, with some exceptions,
affords us real pleasure, though the topics treated are much l'?ssgeneral than those of its predecessors. First in the order of contents is a sketch of Theodore Winthrop's Writings, by Julian Hawthorne-interesting, of course; Cela va sans dire. Next comesOur Convention D evelopment, by Charles H. Beckett; a review
of L1 !( E con ventiuns, full of a spirit and enthusiasm that make·
themselves ·felt across the barriers of fraternity, and frequently rising to an eloquence that suggest::; the pleasure of heal'ing the essay
delivered as an oration. The editorial on the approaching convention is probably intended for the exclusive benefit of D elta Kappa
Epsilon, but its manner and matter make it worth reading by all.
Concerning the fJ.tJ19oc;, we say with Kreon: Oux oi8 eso' 'ofc; rap fl.~ SOPUYW•
aqO.Y SI''J.w, The editorial on the Pan-Hellenic Conference, which
we copy, is good, but-de haut en bas is not an attitude from
which it is possible to do much by or for others sine vinculis etflagellis; and though noblessP. oblige is an excellent motto to think,
being -spoken it loses half its value, and at be_st, in free America
can only work deleclando parilerque rnonendo.
The Exchange
Notes contain no adverae criticism. It is unnecessary that they
should contain any, for the praise bestowe<l is so much in the nature·
of Henry Gowan'.:; approval of Mr. Sparkler and the Barnacles~
that censure would be superfluous.

Kappa Kappa Gamma has placed three excellent Chapters thisyear: Tau at Syracuse U oi versity, Psi at Cornell, and Omega at
the Kansas State University. The fraternity now consists of twenty
Chapters, all of which are in a thriving condition .

•
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BETA CHAPTER.
CANTON,

•
NEw YoRK.

To the Editor of Golden Key:
My usually calm and unruffled spirits were most effectually disturbed recently, when on encountering ol.lr most august head in the
·college chapel, I was informed with calm but decided precision that
I was appointed to write the letter to the GoLDEN KEY. In vain
I called on her sympathies, pleading, over and over agai'n my inad·equacy to perform this most difficult task; but without avail, and
perhaps if som~ of my numerous sisters could be "tackled'' by this
·same person fol' about five minutes, at the end of that time they
would be better able to appt·eciate my situation and sympathize
with me in my affiiction. For when she tells you in her quiet, positive manner that such and such a thing must be done, and you
must do it, such and such thing is done, and you do it; and so,
.consoling myself with the thought that 'twas
"Better to sink beneath the shock
Than moulder piecemeal on the rock,"
I gracefully submitted.
Once more, after a delightful summer vacation, we are all together again, and settled down to our daily college routine. With
four new members, we now enter the field sixteen strong; and our
new girls-how shall I describe them! If I tell you that they are
four of the loveliest girls in the whole world, I fail utterly to convey to you auy idea of their merits Perhaps we are conceited,
but we have just oause for conceit. Fur more than six weeks now,
Macaulay has reposed peacefully on the table, whiie Shakspere, un-disturbed, has rested on the upper shelf; and from within our
.sacred portals strange and indescribable sounds have issued, making night hioeous for miles around. Consequently our literary
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work has suffered sad neglect, and we are only too painfully conscions of this fact. Still, in beholrling our swollen ranks, we feel
that the losses wi.1ich we have suffered in this direction have been
repa~d to us with interest. Next week we mean to begin our literary work with fresh zeal, and checking all tendencies toward future
levity, proceed uninterruptedly to the end. Last Saturday, our
anniversary day, we celebr~ted with becoming rites, a banquet
being, of course, the chief object of interest to all. Some of our
resident alumnre were present, and that, of course, added much to
the enjoyment. "Our new girls" were toasted in a brilliant manner by one of our learned Juniors, and our toast-mistress, seeming
to catch some of the spirit of our wise goddess, presirled in a manner which caused our bosoms to swell with pride; while in looking
around the room, and beholding the bright and happy faces of all
prese nt, we were led to wonder if in any other part of the world
there were sixteen such fortune-favored girls. Altogether, our anniversary day was a success, and as we si lently wended our way
homeward in the wee small hours, a feeling of relief and deep satisfaction stole over one and all.
" ·w hat is writ, is writWould it were worthier!"
"\Vith success to

THE KEY,

very sincerely,
BETA.

DELTA CHAPTER.
BLOOMrNGTON, ll'>'"o., Oct. 13, 1883.
Dearest Golden K ey :
Now, as" the leaves begin to turn,'' our thoughts turn to thee and
to the communication of ou r own D elta with sister Chapters.
Our recent disastrous fire seems to have burned out co nsiderab le ot
th e dissension fonuerly existing between frat erniti es here; and if it
be not burned out it is at least "smoldering amid the ruins." We
now think the time will come when the lion and lamb shall lie
down together.
Our fraternity meetings this year hav e bee n attended, not on ly by
numbers, but also by an expression of good will and enthusiasm,
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:and the fil'e on Kappa's altar is ever kept bright and burning. Our
·average attendance is about twenty, fourteen of whom are activt
. membel's. Five links have been added to our golden chain: Two
Freshmen, L ·l llra Hendt·ix and Anna Brandt, daughter of our
Methodist minister here, and three Preps., Nellie Hendr·ix, Jennie
Showers and Nellie Wade. Each one is a valuable addition and a
permanent stone in our arch. vVe are sorry to note the absence of
Philips and Evans Sisters (Freshmen), who arc ·now successful teachers_. but will be in our midst next year. Sister Clara Orchard is
taking a special musical course at Cincinnati, and we feel assured
-of her success in that department.
With greeting to each Chapter, and to each contributor to the
Yours in the bonds,
KEY, we remain,
DELTA.

ZETA CHAPTER.
IowA CrTY, Dec. 14, 1883.
Editors Golden Key :
The pleasure of our first meeting this year was shadowed by the
reg/ets we felt at seeing cmly two-thirds of the number who b-ade
each other good-bye last Commencement.
Of the absent five one has since returned The other four are enrolled in the ranks of the noble women who are training the minds
-of the next generation. One is in Colorado, one at her home in Illinois, and two in our own State.
But though we still cherish fondly the memory of our absent
sisters, and joyfully acknowledge their encouraging letter~, yet we
no longer mourn our diminished numbers; for seven new members
have already bPen most heartily welcomed to our band . . Of these
seven, one is from the Senior class, one Junior, one S ophomore,
three Freshmen and one Irregular.
A )Janquet in honor of our new sisters was given a short time ago,
at the home of one of onr member-s, and was doubly pleasant
from the fact that it also celebrated the bir_thday of our
hostess. Appropriate toasts were responded to by several, including
some of our new members, who joyfuily made use of this oppor-
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tunity to express their views regarding" Initiations," and other
-equally interesting subjects. After this, the evening was devoted
entirely to the usual social amusements, until at a reasonably early
hour we bade each other good-night, happy in the th ought that one
more link. had been added to the chain of pleasant remembrances,
which aid so much in rendering our ''Frat." one of the most en joyiible features of school life;
Yours in the bonds,
ZETA .

IOTA CHAPTER.
GREENCASTLE, IND., Der. 10, 1883.
Edito1·s of the Golden K ey:
We have been informed that the GoLDEN KEY demands an article from our Cba pter. vV ell, we are not ashamed to give an ac<:ount of ourselves. In general this term has been a pleasant and
profitable one. We will first speak of our succe,;s in the way of
~'new girls."
Our first important meeting was held at the home of
Miss Mollie Clark, where we initiated fiv e girk
After the initiation refreshments were served; then the girls enjoyed th emselves iu
various ways. But by far the most interesting meeting was that
held on the evening of our Anniversary. We initiated four girls,
one of whom was Miss Myra Goodwin, professor in the University.
Quite a number of our Alumn re were present, and favored us with
interesting speeches.
As an intellectual exercise we have been reading S hakeapeare,
and making a study of some of his characters. w·e find it quite
beneficial.
How anxious we are for the coming number_ of the KEY! It
seems so long sicce we have heard from the different Chapters.
Wishing the GoLDEN KEY, and. all who are interested in it, success, I am,
Yours in the bonds,
"IoTA.''

LAMBDA CHAPTER.
Pat1·ons of the Golden Key :
Through some misunderstanding we were not represented in the
last GoLDEN KEY, but we promise to be more attentive in the
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future. In some way, we know not how, there has gone abroad a
false report concerning the thriftiness of our Chapter at Akron, and
we are glad to use the KEY as a means by which to deny that statement, for our Chapter has never been in a better con.d ition than at
present. If anything should ever happen, which is doubtful, Kappa.
headquarters will be the first to know; we will not smother it, but
will ask for guidance ere it is too late.
Several of our sisters have added new honors to the many of
J( K

r.

Miss Mary G. Krenzke, Junior college, in the late Inter-Society
contest, won the first prize in oration. The other three contestants
were members of the other lady and gentlemen's fraternities.
Miss Hattie vVebb won the first prize in work at the Teachers' Annual Institute. A Delta Gamma won se~ond.
Our hall has been refurnished and eh•gantly papered and trimmed.
We expect a new Goat, as the last initiate broke old Billy's back.
Thirteen of our members are owners of very fine pins, four of
which have been received this last spring term.
Several of our members will not return this coming year, but
they will be engaged in work which reflects credit on their fraternities.
Miss Carrie Eggleston is engaged as music teacher in an institution in Missouri.
Miss Julia Crouse will enter t.he Smithsonian Seminary this falL
A banquet was given commencement week in honor of our departing sisters, and Mrs. Henry Perkins, who became an honorary
member off{/{ r. Mrs. PP.rkins is one of the most noted singers of
'this whole section of the country; is very beautiful and accomplished, and what is still more glorious, an earnest, enthusiastic
Kappa.
Our plans for the coming year are many, but" we will not count
our chickens until the·y are hatched."
With best wishes to every Chapter and GoLDEN KEY,
In Kappa bonds,

C.

AND

C.
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X I CHAPTER.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Nov. 27, 1883.
D ea1· K ey:
How sorry we were not to see you last month, and how glad we
shall be when you do come! Every time you enter among us you
seem to .bring a stronger tie binding us to our sister Chapters.
I suppose you found it as difficult getting down to steady work
as we. But we are well settled now, and are doing more and better work than in any former year.
This term we have taken three new members into our mystic
~ircle.
Their tastes are thoroughly congenial to ours, and so we
are contented to have only a moderately large Chapter as long as
the members are "just what we want." This very eve nin g we are
to have an initiation , and I wonder if the innocent debutante hasn't
troubled dreams of billy goats, skeletons an<'l other things "too
numerous to mention?''
Thi s summer three of our charter members have been married;
but as only o!le of them has left the city, we do not feel them to
be entirely l m~t.
This summ er, wh il e visiting at St. Cloud, I met M iss Rose J oslyn, of Iota Chapter. I had not heard of ''my sister" being there
until the morning I was to leave; but of course I had to see her, if
only long enough• to exchange the good old grip. And I can assure you I felt my love for Kappa grow stronger eve n in the few
words we had time to say.
Yours in the bonds,
Xr.

P I CHAPTER.
To the Golden Key:
BERKELEY, CA L.
The session has again opened, and Berkeley Kapp as are once
more busy with the ir books, as _they should be.
The Commencement in lVIay made alumn re of two more of us,
but left two vacant places in onr meetings. B.)th of the sisters
3
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who went from us reflected credit on their class and on ourselves.
One of them, Flora E. Beal, stood third in the four years' recordso near to the medalist that a certificate of distinguished scholarship was conferred upon her. She was also chosen by the Faculty
as essayi'lt of the class on CommencE-ment day.
Our annual banquet took place in Alameda on the evening of
May 30, at the large and pleasant home of our sister, Alice Gibbons.
We will not give you the details, but only say that we had a merry,
happy time, and did not fail to send forth good wishes to all others
who wear our little golden badge: Onr pleasure was greatly increased by the presence of several alumn oo, and by the welcoming
in of a new sister, Elizabeth Weller, '85, who met with us on that
evening for the first time.
An interesting wedding took place in Alameda on the evening
of June 27. Sarah H. Ellery, one of our true and loyal members,
was married to Mr. Fred. G. Ostrander, a member of the class of
'83, and also of Lambda Chapter of the Chi Phi fraternity. We
will not stop now to inquire whether their thoughts were always
firmly fixed on the beauties o£ Tacitus and Livy, or profound questions of Biology and Political Economy, as they walked in the
shadows · of those classic live-oaks, but only wish them happiness
for the future. Fifteen of us gathered to see the first member of Pi
Chapter who has ever been arrayed in white satin and oraneg blossoms.
The GoLDEN KEY is always welcome, and we hope in future to
be more frequently represented in its pages.
Pi sends greeting to all other Chapters, and wishes she could
know them better.

TAU CHAPTER.
SYRACUSE, N.Y.
Editor of Golden Key :
On the 19th of October last we were adopted into the sisterhood
of Kappa Kappa Gamma. Miss Florence J. Lee, a member of
Beta Chapter, initiated us into its myRteries and pleasures; and we
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have already derived great benefit from our relations to the fraternity.
On the Monday after our initiation we appeared in chapel, wear.:
ing our pins, and received many congratulations from kind friends
and members of other societies.
Our meetings are held weekly and have been very interesting.
At our last, we studied Scott's '' Lady of the Lake.'' A sh0rt review of the story was given, followed by recitations embracing passages of description, of delineation of character, and also the fare·
well.
We recently sent two delegates to initiate the Psi Chapter at Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. It has five charter members, who
seem very earnest, and who will doubtless build up a strong Chapter.
We hope to meet and become acquainted with you all at our next
convention.
With good wishes and love to all, we remain
Yours in Kappa Kappa Gamma,
TAu.

UPSILON CHAPTER.
Editors Golden K ey:
EvANSTON, ILL.
It has been some time since the name of Upsilon Chapter appeared in the GoLDEN KEY. Ours being a comparatively new
Chapter it may have been supposed by some that we were not in a
flourishing condition. Not so; we still exist, and thus far our career has been prosperous. vV e are entering upon our second year
of fraternity life. Many of our oider sisters could not be with us
this year, and our once large numbet· ha~ decreased to eight, still
we feel there is no cause for discouragement as our members are
good workers, and we have no fear for the future. We hope to
have many new members next term. ]( f( r is well represented in
N. W. U. Literary Society, and its members are successfully competing with those of other fraternities. We have made a delightful and truly beneficial change in our literary work in the Chapter.
We still cling to our original plan not to initiate or pin prepara-
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tory students, and we hope to fully live up to, and not lower, the
standard of K J( r.
With best wishes for the continued prosperity of the GoLDEN
Y~>Ur~ in the bonds of a noble sisterhood,
KEY, .
UPSILON.

PSI CHAPTER.
. ITHACA, N. Y.

To the Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity :

...

DEAR SISTERS-May we for the first time add our .contribution to
the GoLDEN KEY? We wish to express to you our sincere thanks
for the cordial admission which you have given us to your fraternity,
and our most earnest hope that our efforts shall prove us worthy
members of the society.
We feel sut·e that there are, in oue University, many students
whom you would be gl!td to welcome to your ranks, and it shall be
our constant endeavor, by the admission of such and by our earnest
work, to prove the Psi Chapter a most helpful one.
We held our first regular meeting on Monday evening, Dec. 3,
and elected officers for the coming term. We hope to be very soon
in regular working order.
·
There are no members of '87 in our Chapter at present, but probably each class will soon be represented .
. To om president, we express most heartfelt thanks for her ready
attention to our request and her kindly greeting upon our establishment ; and to the Tau Chapter we send most grateful acknowledgments for their labors in our behalf.
With hearty thanks to all Chapters of the fraternity, and with best
wishes for the success of our society, we remain,
Gratefully in the bonds of K K r,
Psi CHAPTER,
Phi Delta Theta has placed a Chapter at the University of Texas
and one at the Ohio State College, this year. The fraternity now
has forty-four Chapters.
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Jtraternitu ~ tws .
Alpha Delta Phi is in its fifty-second year.
Vanderbilt University bas repealed anti -fraternity laws.
Zeta Psi was founded in 1846,.and bas a member ship of 2,724.
Phi Kappa Psi has an active membership in thir ty-two colleges.
Zeta Psi holds its convention in Ne w Y ork, J anu ary 3d and 4th.
Oscar C. Meyer, of Allentown, Pa., is th e new editor of th e Ch i

Phi Quar·terly.
Professor Myra Goodwin, of Asbury U ni versity, is a member of
Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Delta Tau Delta is reported to have new Uhapters at the U niversity of Minnesota, and at the University of Colorado .
The Phi Kappa Psi Shield says it is rum ored th at Sigma Ch i is
to have a Chapter at Washington and J efferso n College.
Phi Gamma Delta has twenty-eight Chapte rs. D elta Kappa
Epsilon has twenty-nine, Delta Tau D elta has thirty-three.
Congressmen_\Villiam S. Holman and Thos. A. Ward, of Indiana, are members of Phi Delta Theta.-D elta Tau Delta C1·escent.
Three fratemity periodicals at·e now published in Ind iana : The
Sigma Chi at Hanover, the Phi Gamma Delta and GOLDEN KEY at
Greencastle.
Maurice Thompson, well known as a co ntri butor to th e Centul'y,
and as the author of Songs of Fair W eather, is a member of Phi
Gamma Delta.
The Zeta Psi puts in a plea for an open co nstit ution. D elta T au
Delta bas made its constitution open, but advises a degree of secresy when consistent.
Phi Gamma Delta held its nin etee nth general convention at Indianapolis, Ind., August 28th, 29th and 30th, 1883. The frater nity had a large representation. Chapters were withdrawn from
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Marietta and Bethel. The literary exercises consisted of an oration
by Dr. Ridpath, of Asbury, aud a poem by Prof. Richards, of
Muhlenberg College.
Delta Kappa Epsilon held its thirty seventh annual convention
at Ann Arbor, Mich., October 16th and 17th, 1883. A new constitution was adopted, but the Council remains unchanged. The
convention is reported large, enthusiastic and exceptionally energetic. We quote from the Ann Arbor correspondence of the Phi
Kappa P8i Shield: "The D eke convention here, Oct. 17-18, was
a grand success. The literary exercises were held in University
Hall. Frank I. Hurd, of Ohio, gave the address, which was listened to by an audience of two thousand. The banquet was held
at Detroit."
Delta Tau Delta held its twenty-fifth. annual convention at In dianapolis, Ind., August 22d, 23d and _24th. A new constitution
was adopted, to go into effect January 1st, 1884. The form of government was changed, and the authority vested in an Executive
Council, consisting of five Alumni and four undergraduates. The
fraternity indorsed the Pan-Hellenic Conference, and instructed the
Executive Council to select three delegates to represent Delta Tau
at the July meeting. Two Chapters were chartered. Finance was
reported in a flourishing condition. The literary exercises consisted of an oration by Hon. Charles Townsend, and a poem by
Will. Carleton.

K K 1' PERSONALS AND CHAPTERS.
Miss Peabody, of Phi, is spending the winter in Louisville, Ky.
Miss Anna Brice, of Gamma, is in Europe, where she will remain
two years.
Miss Ida Farus, of Beta, is now Mrs. Ida F. Bugbee, of Naples,
New York.
Miss Agnes Lowe, of Mu, will attend the Kansas State U niversity this year.
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Two of the charter members of Omega were first-honor graduates
from their respective high schools. •
Miss Rose Joslin, of Iota, and Miss Franc Martin, of Mu, are
teaching in Minneapolis this winter.
Miss Lillian Wiggs, a charter member of Iota, is head bookkeeper in the Merchants' Bank, of LawrE•nce, Kan sas.
Eta is represented by three of its members at the New England
Conservatory this year. One member of Eta i~ at Wellesley.
Tau Chapter commences its care~r with two Seniors, three Juniors
and two Sophomores. Psi contains one Senior, one Junior and
three Sophomores .
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DIRECTORY.
GRAND COUNCIL.
PRESIDENT-TAD£ HARTSUFF, New Castle, Pa.
SEcRETARY-JOSEPHINE SARLES, New England Conservatory, Boston, Mass.
TREASURER--KITTlE A. PARSONS,-305 E. Market St., Akron,O.
MAI{SHAL-FLORA J. CLAPP, Iowa City, Iowa.

CHAPTER CORRESPONDENTS.
ALPHA PROVINCE.

Boston University-C harl otte C. Barrell, 12 Somerset St., Boston,
Mass.
St. Lawrence University-:vl::try Daily, Canton, N. Y.
Syracuse University-Nellie Ford , 140 Centre St., Syracuse, N. Y.
Cornell University-Helen Kittredge, S.flge College, Ithaca, N. Y.
Buchtel College-Clara Slade, Buchtel College, Akron, 0.
Wooster .U niversity-Jennie Colville, Wooster, 0.
BET A PROVINCE.

hHliana State University-Prudence M. Arnott, Bloomi·ngton, Ind.
Indiana Asbury University-Clara E Conklin, Greencastle, Ind.
Franklin College- Matt ie M. Palmer, Franklin, Ind.
Butler University-Eiecta Murry, Irvington, Ind.
Hillsdale College- S:ua E. Parker, Hillsdale, Mich.
Adt'ian College - Cora Miller, Adrian College, Adrian, Mich.
Wisconsin State University-Florence Griswold, 803 State St., Madison, \Vis.
GAMMA PROVINCE.

IJJinois Wesleyan University-Emma Herron, 1417 N. Main St.,
Bloomington, Ill.
North Weste1·n University-Kate L. Sharp, Evanston, Ill.
Minnesota State University-Josephine F. Marrs, 22 I r ·Park Ave.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Simpson Centenary College-Ella Howard, Indianola, Iowa.
Iowa State University-S1rah M. Lorin~, Iowa City, Iowa.
Kansas State Un iversity-M~ble Gore, L-1wrence, Kansas.
California State University-Fannie W. McLean, Berkeley, Alameda Co., Cal.

EDITORIAL STAFF.
Editor- MINNETTA T . T AYLOR, Greencastle, Ind.
Busines:> Manager-LERR IA TARBELL, Indianapolis, Ind .
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GREENCASTLE BRATTIN WATCHES.
Everyone wanting a Timepi ece, one that c1n be rel ied on in every
instance, should buy a

BRATTIN WATCH
Thousands of them now in use by .Teachers, Railroad Men,
Farmers, Mechanics, Merchants and Professional Men. They have
many improvements and advantages th at can not be found in any
other watch. Sold only by
A. R. BRATTIX, Wholesale a.rul Retail Deal er in Watcheg, Clocks, Jewelry,
Siherware, Spectacles, Gold Pens, etc., Hrel'ncastle, Spencer a nd
Uanville, Ind., all(l ~]). W. BRATTIN, Br·azil, Ind.

Anything in the Watch, Clock or Jewelry line made or repairer. All repairs Strictly Cash on deli very. Brattin received
three Diplomas at the Indianapoli~ Exposition.

DREKA._
1121 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Fine Stationery a nd Engraving House.

Send for sample of papers and prices.
C olleg·e~,

Handsomel y engraved invi tations for

We<ldiugs, Receptions, Etc. Our un eq ualed fa cili ties and long practi-

:?.1 experience, enable us to produce the newest styles and mo st artistic effects,
whi le our reputation is a guarantee of the 'quality of our productions.

